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Local bank gets
naming rights
for $3.3 million
Austin Ramsey
Assistant News Editor
The University Board of Regents accepted two donations
totaling more than $45 million at their quarterly meeting last
Friday.
Regent Susan Guess, chair of the institutional advancement
conunittee, introduced the first and largest gift - a $3.3 million
donation to the athletics department from Community Financial
Services Bank.
With a unanimous vote to accept the gift, the University gave
the regional banking chain full naming rights to the previously
existing RSEC.
Representatives from the bank were present at the meeting to
name the 8,600-seat multi-purpose arena and home to the men's
and women's basketball teams the CFSB Center.
The Board of Regents also granted the bank with prominent
display and exposure opportunities in and around the facility
playing host to concerts, trade shows and conventions for the
western Kentucky region.
Constantine Curris, chair of the board. remarked on the enormity of the gift, thanking CFSB for their contribution.
"We're very pleased for this philanthropic gift to the University," he said to generous applause at the close of the meeting.
Jeremy Rose, vice president and director of marketing for
CFSB, said the mutual partnership between Murray State and
the bank is not new.
"We spent three years working on this; we helped sponsor the
new video boards that are in the CFSB Center. and from there
we wanted to see how we could really help the Racers," he said.
"It's an exciting opportunity for us to be able to reinvest and
show a commitment into the community as well as to get our
brand out to the entire region. We thought long and hard about
how we wanted to make this work. and we can't wait for our
vision to become a reality."
The gift made a substantial increase to the University capital
campaign. Hold Thy Banner High: The Campaign for the Students of Murray State University. raising it to $54 million,
according to a public statement. The overall goal for the
fund raising effort is $60 million and continues through Dec. 31 of
this year.
Randy Dunn, University president, remains astounded by the
size and timeliness of the banking chain's gift.
"Usually we see 10 percent of the construction cost to buy the
naming rights and here it's about what 15 percent of construction
costs from 10 years ago. So to have this kind of success on a facil-

ity that's 10 years
old is something that
speaks to the hard work
that people put into getting
the deal done," he said.
Betsy Flynn, president and
CEO of CFSB shared the University's
enthusiasm about to the gift.
"The entire team of CFSB employee-owners and directors are excited to partner with
Murray State University in promoting this awesome facility, the CFSB Center," she said. MMSU is such
an important economic and cultural factor in our region;
we are proud to be a part of the vibrant Murray and Purchase
region community."
Allen Ward, director of athletics, extended his own appreciation to the western Kentucky-based bank for the gift to his
department.
"[The donation] is the largest gift in Murray State athletics'
history," he said. "This is an exciting time for Racer athletics.

The commitment
that CFSB has
made will have a
dramatic impact on
our program."
Ward said a formal
unveiling of the arena's new
name will take place in conjunction with the men's basketball
game against East Tennessee State
University on Monday, Nov. 15.
The Board of Regents also voted to accept a
$1.38 million estate gift to the College of Education.
Dunn said the gift was from 1960 graduate of the University,
Barbara Beasley.
At the board's request, Dunn proposed to accept $60,000 of
the dona'tion not endowed to be used to offer scholarships unanimously. The board voted to accept the gift and included proposition unanimously.
Contact Ramsey at aramsey5@murraystate.edu.

Preliminary numbers indicate enrollment increase
John Walker
Staff writer
A preliminary report from the Council of
Postsecondary Education shows University
enrollment is up this fall by 1 percent. The
report shows growing numbers in freshmen,
transfer and graduate students.
Director of Enrollment Fred Dietz said this
type of growth is positive for the University.
He said there is not only a gain in freshmen
and transfer students, but student retention is
also increasing.
""We are optimistic ab~1ut the new numbers," Dietz said. "Enrollment growth is a combination of everything. Retention is just as
important as anything else when it comes to
student growth."

Dietz's office is tasked with enrolling 12,000
students by 2012 as part of the University's
12xl2 initiative.
Dietz said the University is attracting students from new areas. According to the CPE
report, students from lllinois have increased by
9 percent.
Dietz said he is not surprised by the record
growth. Illinois students have many reasons to
want to attend Murray State, he said.
"We have good academic programs, and we
are reasonably priced for those students,"
Dietz said. "We did a lot more advertising in
those areas, and the fact that those students can
come here on a regional tuition helps out a lot."
University President Randy Dunn said
increased attention toward recruiting freshmen and transfers from Illinois is a main factor
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in growing students from that region.
"lllinois is a state where we see a growing
allegiance between our current students and
our many alumni," Dunn said. "It is our intention to continue to grow and reach out to students in Illinois."
Lee Bush, transfer sophomore from Winchester, Ky., said be chose the school because
of its obvious attractions.
"This school bas a great location and a perfect size." Bush said. "There is a good atmosphere here and the campus is centrally located
for everyone."
Bush said he does not want the University to
be complacent with the growing numbers.
"I feel an increase in student enrollment
should bring better facilities," Bush said. "If
they want to have more students here we are

going to need more."
Dietz said student involvement plays a major
factor in student retention.
"It's really important for students to get
involved when they come to college," Dietz
said. "That counts both academically and
socially."
Dunn said the University is becoming a
respected institution in areas outside of Kentucky.
"The growth we've seen to this point is probably attributable to several components that
deflne our brand, with quality education and
affordability at the forefront," he said.
The final enrollment numbers will be reported by the CPE at the end of October.
Contact Walker at john.walker@murraystate.
edu.
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This week
Today

Saturday

Sunday

Monday

•8:30 a.m. lnformational meeting on
creating finance documents on Banncr using myGate; Gate House, free
•1 p .m. 29th Annual Mr. MSU
Pageant: Lovett Auditorium, $7
•1 p.m. •25th Annual Putnam County Spelling Be¢" play; Central Park;
Playhouse in the Park
•1:30 p.m. "Food, Inc." Cinema International; Curris Center Theater, free
•All day Paint a shirt and bear wit~
ness against violence: Ordway Hall,
free

•8 a.m. Rifle vs. UT-Martin; X>at
Spurgin RHle Range
•10 a.m. Residential College Brunches
•Noon Volleyball vs. SQUthern 011nois University-Edwardsville: Racet
Arena, free
•6 p.m. Football vs. UT-Martin; Roy
Stewart Stadium, free
•1 p.m. "25th Annual Putnam Counur
Spelling Bee" play: Playhouse in the
Park
•7:30 p.m. "Food, Inc." Cinema International; <;:urrls Center Theater, free

•U a.m. The Journey Church: CurtiS

•5 p.m. Study Abroad in Scotland
Information meeting, free
•6 p.m. Introduction to soci.1.l ballroom dancing, Paducah Dance
Acade my, Paducah, free
•All Clq Paint a $irt and bear witness against violence; Oxdwny Hall~
free

Tuesday

•Jl,:30 a.m. Oakley Pining Room Lun"
che()n: Applied Science Building, $7
•12:20 p.m. Baptist Campus Ministries
Luncheon; BCM Building, $1
•5 p.m. SGA meetingj Curtis Center
Ohio Room: open to the pubUc
e.S-.30 p.m. Racer Alumni Social; Max's
Brick Qven Cafe, Paducah

monarch butterfly: l.and Between the
Lakes Nature Station
•5 p.m. CAB meeting: Curris Center
Tennessee Room; open to the public
•S p.m. Leadership Workshop Series on
Creativity; Curtis Center Barkley
Room. free
e6 p.m. 'Take llac~ the Night' program
on rape and sexual abuse: Quad, free
-6:30 p.m. MWl'ay State Tennis Club;
,Purcell Tennis Courts, open to all

September 16
5:04p.m. An officer checked "
Murray Fire Department program. Everything appeared
normal.
8:46p.m. Racer Patrol reported the Crisp Soccer Building
was unse ..:ured. An officer
assisted by Racer Patrol made
sure the building was secured
and notified the building
coordinator.
10:27 p.m. A caller reported a
noise complaint in Hart College. Officers were notified,
and a report was taken for
possession of alcohol by a
minor.

•2-.30 p.m. "25th Annual PUtnam
County Spelling Bee"; Central Park;
Playhou~e in the Park
•1 p.m. Alltech Fortnight f'estival
Presents: Jason Mraz w ith Ben
Sollee

Wednesday

•1 p.m. Informational program on the

Police Beat

Center Ballroom

•1 p.m. Softball VJ. W.abasb V;tUey
Community College; Racer Field,
free with aacerquod

Ryan Glenn, non-student
from Greenville, Ky., for violation of a domestic violence
ordt'r, possession of marijuana and possession of drug
paraphernalia.
3:14 p.m. A call~r on the 500
block of College Courts
reported a burning candle in
an apartment. The Murray
Fire Department, Murray
State Police and the state tire
marshal's office were notified
about the incident.

September 18

ll:S3 a.m. An officer at Hamilton Field reported that a
portable toilet had been overturned. A message was left for
the owner.
8:15 p.m. A caller reported a
problem with the washing
l2:37 a.m. A caller at Hart Col·
machine in Har t College.
lege reported alcohol found in
Central Plant was notified.
a room on a room check. The
11:31 p.m. An officer discaller was referred to housing
patched to check on a person
after an informatilm r«poit '' neDr Oakhurst. Upon arrival,
was taken.
.til • .1 the officer arrested Kathryn
4:02 a.m. Officers .arrested
Grigsby,
senior
from

September 17

Thursday

Coming Up

•5 p.m. MUfray En•nmenul St1,1d,ent
Society Jneetina; Carr Health Building•.
open to all
-6:30 p.-. Murray State T ennis Club:
Purcell Tennis Couns. open to .U
...,:111 p.m Worship; BCM Building, free
•1:30 p.m. "'!'be Secret in Their Eyes":

•1 p.m. S:llurday, volleyball vs. Tennessee Tech

September 19
9:33 a.m. A caller requested
officers to unlock Carr Hcaith
Building for the athletic
department. When an officer
arrived, it was determined
. that the building was already
open.
2:31 p.m. A caller at Regents
College reported a person had
fallen off their moped while
driving. Officers and Emer·
gcncy .Medical Services were
notified, and determined that
the person was not injured.
Officers issued a citation to
Zhiwei Wang, graduate student from Sbenzhen, China,
for no registration and no
operator's license.
8:06 p.m. A caller reported a
person putting fliers on apartment doors on the 100 block
of College Courts. Officers
were notified, spoke with the
person and requested that the
fliers be removed.

flhtlto courtes}

or popdommiltian.com

If you would like an event to appear in
the Thio; Week section, fill out a form in
The Murray State News oftice at 111
Wibon Hall. fax to 809·3175 or e-mail
information to tbenews@
murraystate.edu.

Currls Center 'theater, free
•All d.q ~of Grace" 2nd Annual
Corn Maze: Locust Grove Baptist
Churcb,$3

Louisville. for alcohol intoxi·
cation.

Sunday
•7 p.m. Jason Mra1. with Den Sollee
concert

Please submit events by noon on
Wednesdays. We cannot guarantee
all items received will be published.

September 20
8 a.m. T he Grounds Dt•part·
ment reported they were
working on the sidewalk at
the corner of North 15th
Street and Racer n rive and a
parked vehicle needed to be
moved. Officers were notified. and the vehicle was
moved.
10:02 a.m. A caller at the Hancock
Biological
Station
reported damage to a vehicle
window by a rock. The Cal·
loway County Sheriff was
notified. Campus police took
an information report.
lQ-.56 a.m. A caller reported
debris in the rock garden next
to the Old Fine Arts Building.
F'acillties Management was
contacted to pick it up.

September 21
3:2S p.m. A caller reported a
bunsen burner had malfunctioned and the hose hod
caught fire in the New Chemistry Building. Officers. Mur·
ray Fire Department and the

September 16
6.'()8 p.m. A caller at the Equine
Center reported a vehicle in the
parking lot with the lights on. An
officer located the driver, who is a
student, tending calves in the
field.
state fire marshal were notified. Central plant was noti·
fled later.
3:31p.m. A caller requested to
spc:~k with an officer at the
Public Safety Building con·
ccrning some property he had
let a person borrow and was
not returned. The ufficcr took
an information report.
10:45 p.m. A caller at White
College reported a water leak.
Central Plant \Vas notified.

12:07 p.m. A caller at the Public Safety Building reported
vandalism to a vehicle. Ofli·
cers were noti!icd and report·
ed no vandalism to the vehicle.
5:05p.m. A person at the Main
Street parking lot was locked
out of their vehicle. An officer
opened the vehicle.
Motorist assists • I
Racer escorts - 4
Arrests- 2

September 22

Assistant News Editor Austin
Ramsey compiles Police Beat

9:18 a.m. A caller reported
their keys were locked in
their vehicle at Pullen .Farm.
Officers were notified and
unlocked the vehicle.

with materials provided by

Public Safety. Not all dispatched calls are listed.
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President plays diverse campus role
Elizabeth Johnson
Editor-in-Chief

"This is tbe last in a three-part series profiling top University

Photo illustralion by Jordie Q;~tkcn/Tht• New~

University President Randy Dunn discusses the responsibilities of his position In his University office on the second floor of Wells Hall.

officials.
Whether he is playing trombone with the University jazz or
pep bands, sitting in his own special box at sporting events, grabbing a bite to eat at Winslow Dining Hall or working in his Wells
Hall offi~e overlooking the Quad, University President Randy
Dunn is a visible membet of the Mur ray State community.
When Dunn arrived nt Murray State as president in December
2006, he decided to make availability and accessibility to campus
employees and students a top priority.
"A huge part of my job is a role related to communication and
being a symbol for the University," Dunn said. "To fulfill those
functions you can't hide in the office or be gone all of the time.
You have to be present on the campus. If a president's not willing to do that, what's the point in being a president?''
While he does spend almost a third of his time traveling on the
University's behalf, Dunn said he is on campus or near Murray
the majority of the time, attending campus events, responding to
e-mails and working through the piles of paperwork in his office.
''l do have a routine I start with each day as I'm drinking the
first two of my typical six to eight cups of coffee a day before l
start to enter into the schedule that's planned or emerges for
me,>' he said.
H'lS position as the top administrator of the University does
lead to late nights, but he said it is pertinent to be timely and
decisive to avoid delaying campus operations.
"That's a press that exists all day long and sometimes takes
well into the evening to work through," he said. "The next day, it
starts all over again."
In all his initiatives. Dunn said he is most proud of regional
outreach and community development success.
"While our core mission is still teaching and learning and
preparing students to go out as productive citizens in a global
economy. there is a special defining role for regional state universities to elevate the area they're in and the state they serve,"
be said.
When Dunn is not in his everyday grind, he and his wife, Rhonda, who man:ied in 2007, look to retreat.
While they often spend time in Murray, Nashville and Paducah shopping and attending events, they try to make a monthly
trip to their condominium in Chicago.
Dunn, a native of northern Illinois, said having a residence in
the city makes seeing his family easier.
''For me, it really is the home ground," he said. "We love the
city. I know it like the back of my hand."
Although the Dunns love their weekend getaways, he said he is
happy to call Murray State home.
However, University business flnds him even at hls local resi~
dence at Oakhurst, but in a different way. Combined, Rhonda and
Randy have four children. Rhonda's two are Murray State students.
Sara and Gavin Wanstreet, senior and sophomore, live their
own lives on campus, but have dinner with Dunn and their mother almost every Sunday. Dunn said. Acting as a Murray State parent has positively impacted his presidency, giving him various
points of views and an inside look at the lives of students and
their parents, he said.
"It's interesting to hear about the University from their perspective as students and to be on the receiving end of policies
and practices we have in place," he said. "It's helped me tremen·
dously. Rhonda and I arc parents like the thousands of parents of
our students who have to work through the bureaucracy of
things."
Lindsey and Erin, Dunn's daughters, are out of school. Lindsey
works in Chicago and Erin is ,moving to the Orlando, Fla.. area.
With the recent extension of his contract, Dunn is happy to
continue balancing the roles of husband, father and University
president.
Contact Johnson at elizabetha.johnson@murraystate.edu.

,
Board
renews
Quick facts about Dunn
• Began his presidency on Dec. 1, • Served in the educational system Dunn's contract
2006
in seven different cities
• Bachelor's and master's degree • Published more than 29 profes- to July 2014

from Illinois State University
• Bachelor's in elementary education and reading
• Master's in administrative education
• Doctorate in administrative education from the University of Illinois

sional articles and book chapters
and made over 30 presentations at
state and national conferences
• Has instituted commissions of
diversity and inclusion,
sustainability and retention
• 11th president of the University
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John Walker
Staff writer
The Roard of Regents renewed President
Randy Dunn's contract Friday, extending his
tenure at the University through June 30, 2014.
"Of course I'm very grateful to the board for
their confidence in me to extend the contract
out almost four years," Dunn said. "One of the
things that we wanted to ensure we accomplished was to get my contract on a fiscal year
basis."
The president said he would not be given an
increase in salary at this time.

"There was no change in salary. It's not
something that I sought nor the board sought to
do," he said. ''That happens in conjunction with
all the rest of the University employees, which
l had requested so that I can accrue vacation
days here at the maximum amount allowed by
our policies."
Dunn said the board Is starting to change
some of its policies regarding the process of
contract renewal.
"ln the past there bad been no provision for
the board to take a vote of extension of contract and now there's the opportunity to do
that," said Dunn. "Uke most contract negotiations each side got a little bit and set the stage
going forward. Both parties, the board and
myself, are happy with it."
Dunn said his contract extension allows him
to finish the projects he has started in his time
at the University.
Said Dunn: "A contract extension provides
security to a president to really push in certain
areas and move the levers of the University to
make some progress on initiatives where, without the security of that time, many people
would be hesitant to do so."
Contact
Walker
at
john.walker@
murraystate.edu.
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Our View

Get out the door,·
explore the world
The staff editorial is the majority
opinion of the editorial board of
The Murray State News.
Attending university is a
huge step forward in life, no question about it. Moving on to higher
education and closer to an independent life are monumental.
Going away to school, even just a
few hours distance from home, is
enough to separate students from
their parents and begin independent lives. Yeah, sure, your parents probably still claim you as a
dependent (and might even do
your laundry), but you get the gist.
As you stumble around campus,
getting used to the feel of a new
environment and enjoying freedom from the parental leash,
groups, clubs and student-run
organizations are constantly trying to draw in new recruits. which
means you. College provides a
venue for new interests and exploration of your potential. Studying
abroad also becomes an option,
which, while dangled in front of
you during high school, is now a
possibility.
Universities worldwide welcome students from a variety of
countries, providing specially
designed courses and programs
for the eager adventurer. Study
the Spanish language in Spain or
Mexico, learn about Korean culture first hand or visit the architecture discussed in art history
courses; the sky is t-he limit (space
camp, anyone?).
I•' •1 .; •
So where are you going to study
abroad? Undecided? Want to
know why you should pack your
bags and hit the road? OK, let us
break it down and help you make
the decision.
For starters, there are J11ultiple
programs designed for college students that offer classes both nee-

..

essary for degrees as well as
courses enhanced by the location.
Languages are learned best when
you're immersed amongst the
native speakers (movies, music,
literature galore).
Secondly, by adventuring to
another country and jumping into
a culture unlike your own, you
begin to notice differences not
previously apparent.
Have you ever been asked by an
in~ernational student to point out
differences between your culture
and theirs? Were you stumped
beyond the obvious? By stepping
outside of your comfort zone and
experiencing something new,
you're able to make new observations.
Still not sure? There is a large
body of students at the University
fro.m all over the globe. Take a few
minutes out of your day, stop by
Woods Hall and talk with an interna.t ional student. Individuals from
China, Korea, Saudi Arabia and
parts of Europe, to just list a few.
are all around campus and are
likely more than happy to talk
about their study abroad experiences.
Worried about money? There
are many ways to procure funds
for studying abroad. From financial aid to scholarships. there is
money set aside exclusively to disperse amongst applying students.
Need specific courses to graduate? A number of programs offer a
flexible course schedule and will
help you get the course credits
~
needed.
So what are you waiting for?
Even if you cannot fit a trip to
Europe or Asia this year, reach out
and explore a new place. There
are more than enough states to
explore on the continent while
you figure out how to get across
the ocean.
Make plans, not excuses.

lbat dl ,. tbilk ...

What do you think about social
networking on campus?
"I think social networking is good
because you can find people that have
groups and activities in common with
one another."

Alex Nance • Murray
freshman
"Social networking on campus is important for career opportunities, but cam·
pus organizations seem to lack the
incentive to make (it) a priority."
Josh Hyatt • Murray

senior
"(It's a} good idea if it's kept within its
intended purpose: networking, not gos·
siping."

Justin Pace • Independence, Ky.

junior
Nalt: Brelsiord/The News

On the path ·of adventure

Campus Voice

Distance among departments
Fridays
on Murray State's
campus
a
r
e
always
bustling.
T h e
anticipation of the
weekend
Cornelius Hocker can be
junior from
likened to
the disGreenville~ Ky.
tant roar
of a swarm of wild honey bees.
My Fridays are always quite
interesting. To the informed
population of Murray State University, thank you. Thank you
for the reading The Murray
State News.
It was right after my 9:30 am.
Music History course. I had
been approached by four people
who were up in arms about
some article in the paper. If you
know me, then you know I'm
.not a morning person. With that
being said, I hadn't even
remembered the paper was
coming out that morning.
As I made my way from the
second floor of Old Fine Arts to
the fifth floor of New Fine Arts.
I passed by the elevators. This
is a normal occurrence because
I am deathly claustrophobic.
Most people laugh at me when I
tell them this, but being
enclosed in tight spaces is seriously my worst nigl:)tmare. Cremation, anyone?
Anyway, I saw a sign as I
passed by the elevators. Tt read
"Take YOUR elevator as much
as possible. As long as you pay
tuition, take joy rides if you feel
like it. Remember it is every

Students right to use the eleva-

tor." ··
After rea<ling this, I immediately decided to head to third
floor of New Fine Arts and look
for a paper. When controversial
things happen and the music
department is mentioned. the
third floor is the place to go (I
know about this all too well).
As I opened the double doors
leading to the actual third floor,
I was immediately told I needed
to write a response to this column written by some Casey
girl. I smiled; Casey Bradley and
I are friends (working with
someone over your summer
break makes that happen).
In the end, I didn't even have
to pick up a paper: someone had
cut the article out and taped it
in between the elevators.
Let me preface this by saying
I'm not going to bash Casey on
this subject. ln the grand
scheme of things, it means nothing. However. 1 do feel the situation needs to be looked at differently.
Imagine this: instead of the
art department being on the
sixth and seventh floors of New
Fine Arts, it's now on the third
and fifth. With a massive portfolio in tow, an art student
boards the elevator on the first
floor, elevator crowded full of
people and then get off on the
third floor. All while inconveniencing music students on the
sixth and seventh floors and
broadcasting students on the
eighth floor. Now back to reality.
Last Friday, l read the column
and took no offense. Unlike
many of my peers in my department and on campus, I'm rela-

tively fit. Even if I wasn't claustrophobic, I wouldn't take the
elevator because I'm too aware
of my health.
I chatted with a few music
and art students about the
whole ordeal and both are very
misinformed about each other.
Each person I spoke with
called the other major not real.
Students said their major
spends more time in the Fine
Arts building and each claimed
the other was rude.
I'm not trying to incite a riot.
l love the music department. I
also love the art department
because they pay me to model
nude.
To sum this up. Casey hit on a
very good point. However, it
' must be taken as a suggestion
and not her telling you what to
do. J see many people in the
music and art department that
should be taking the stairs. as
well as a trip to the gym.
1 think the elevators should be
reserved for people who
absolutely need them. Elevators
should not be for the person
who is running late or the lazy
individual who rants that their
tuition goes toward it so they
can use it lf that's the case, then
l need to go to Sparks Hall. I
need my account on myGate to
read "Not Riding Elevator
Refund."
Wise up. it's your body and
your life. Take this moment to
realize you're not going to have
the metabolism of a 20-year-old
in 10 ye~s. Healthy decisions
now affect the rest of your life.
See you in the stairwell.
Visit thenews.org for online

exclusive content which corresponds with this commentary.
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Reader reactions
surprise student
Sunday evening I was at work
and saw u group of people come
into my workplace with newspa·
pcrs. I asked where I might find a
copy of the paper bt:cause a person
I know had written an editorial.
l.ittle did I know that I would get
such a hutcful reaction.
They seemed very irritated with
that week's opinion column. Upon
asking about their aggravation,
they informed me that the writer
had a negative focus on music
majors and they were angry about
being singled out. They were
happy, though, about the response
of a professor, who had posted a
notice by the elevator in the Old
Fine Arts building, encouraging
students to ride the elevators as
much as they liked, because they
pay tuition.
As an art m:tior, I understand
wher(• the writer uf the column is
coming from. However. at the
time, I did not want to be con·
frontational and :~voided continu·
ing with tht~ subject.
I fed the people I encountered
had a lack of common courtesy
toward other tuition paying students that arc from outside the
music floors. In general, I feel people should consider how their
actions affect others and not react
to constructive criticism.
Let's be proactive, not reactive.

lllustrauon courtesy or lcg.Jigeckery com

·aecause none of us are
as cruel as all of us'
I do not
know about
you, but personally
I
have a hard
time finding
anyone who
does not or
bas not illegally downloaded some
Nolan Ph illips sort of music
Thenews.org video or
movie.
anchor
Make
no
mistake, this
is not an
action being condoned hy this contributor, or the paper, it is simply a
fact.
In the modern age of mass com·
munication across the World Wide
Web, "piracy," or more appropriately "file sharing" Is commonplace.
for those of you out there who
follow anti·pir:~cy news, yuu may
have heard of the website The
Pirate Bay <TPB). '11'll is a Swedish
website that indexes BitTorrcnt
(.torrent) files, allowing visitor JO
search through their nrchives and
freely (although in some places illegally) download torrents.
Since its inception. TPR has come
under attack by various anti-piracy
groups, as well as the Recording
Industry Associatiun of America
<RIAA) and the Motion Picture
Association of America (MPAA>.
Through distributed denial of service (DDoS) attacks, a form of m..1ssive flooding of bandwidth on the
targets sy:;tem, the MI'AA, RIAA
and their hired guns at AiPiex have
previously attacked TPB, :i~ well as
had their humc l)ffice~ raided by
Swedish federal agl~nts. Despite the
raids and attacks. 'I'l'll hns continued lighting this digital wr1r with
American organizations through the
courts ami across the globe.
Beginning at an undisclosed tjmc
on last Sunday. an anonymous collective of Internet users appropriately named "Anonymous," organized through 4chan.org and began
their own DDoS attack on the
MPAA
and
RlAA's
websites/servers. Claiming a need to
"make them pay for their deeds" as
their
goal,
according
to
tcchcrunch.com, the group successfully shut down the websitcs for
more than 36 hours. With support
from Tl'B in the form of onlinc
ads/"tliers." this C<,lllcctive succeeded in a form of digital protest previously unmatched in siZl', duration,

Check itl

or efficiency. With websites and
servers down, these organizations,
at the very least. saw a drop in productivity. Entire divisions of businesses and organizations arc dedi·
cated to maintaining wcbsites and
online traffic. With said divisions
inactive for :1 day and a half. how
much work was pushed back? How
many e-mails unsent?
Sit and take this all in for a second.
For 36 hours individuals behind a
veil fought back against what the}'
saw as corporate greed and they did
it without leaving their homes. They
were people of all ages, genders and
creeds joining together to fight
against what they thought w;~s
wrong.
Am I the only one who gets a
slight sense of empowerment out of
hearing this kind of news? Certainly
the participants in the :tttacks did.
CertainTy there was a sense ofvicto·
ry over evil: an overwhelming senSl'
that they had fought and they had
won.
Do not get pious on me now,
tho\!Sh• While,Jhis is inde~d imP-ressive. this column is not to condone
these actions. so do not condemn
me. ThiS is meant to cause you, the
reader. to sit back and look at your
own life.
What injustices do you see in the
world? What problems do we as a
group need to confront and creatively overcome?
For 36 hours a group of people
with a shared knowledge, a chip on
their collective shoulder and at least
in some ~ense a desire to fight back
against what they saw as oppression, united and creatively showed
the powers-that-be they were not
going to take it. People, we cannot
be a society that. sits idly by when
wt: see things we do not :~gree with.
We .are a nation built ~m revolu·
tion, and forged in change. All this
contributor is trying to remind you
is that when there arc problems in
our society, and social change is
needed, we must act as a collective
force to bring about that change.
The petty differences of race, creed,
background, gender, sexualit}', et
cetera do not matter.
We must put aside our differences, even if it means uniting
behind the veil of monitors, through
the channels of social networking
sites and tight for the things we
believe .in.
We must stand for something,
anything for God's sake, lest we let
apathy rule the day.

Kids At Play

Amy Schluckcbicr,
senior from Benton. Ark.
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Kentucky senator,
'Emperor ofNo'
In Kt.•ntucky we have a U.S. Sen·
ate candidate whu is a Libertarian·
d isgu iscd-as·a·Tea-Party-Candi·

CMers to - Blockbuster
filing for bankruptcy. Sorry
about bavint to
flie, but come
on, late fees?
NetfU% showed
you up.
~

to·- Facebook

~~na~~~

donate $100
million to
impove r i s h e d
schools in Newark, N.J.
Where can we find the
'Like' option?

Cheers to ...
office

Which method of
communication
do you prefer?

Do

JV.t

NoT C.oN.5uME'

LAkE' F.IS HP~oPERL'(

....

The anti-social network

Wake up, roll out
date-wearing-a-Republican-faceof bed Oitcrally>.
mask. This candidate aspires to be
stumble over my
our junior U.S. senator. He would
feet as I rub my eyes
replace a baseball card salesman
and ihe dog dances
who has been tagged in TIME
around me. Take
mugazim! as one of five worst U.S.
dog out:;ide, bring
senators. un individual without a
dug back inside,
healthy legislative portfolio. A perfeed dog, feed self,
formance leaving Kentucky with
....:..- - - - - " ' - - ' start morning Cc.)f•
only <me U.S. senator.
fcc. Next? Internet.
Casey Bradley As
Kentucky's other senator is a
soon as all of the
Washington insider striving to
Opinion Editor immediate concerns
become known as the "Emperor of
arc taken care of, it's
No" in leading the Republican
time for a bit of social networking.
Party against the best interests of
While not everyone in college has a pet
the working middle class and poor
to attend upon opening their eyes, I've no
of America. This drive in "'No"
doubt we start our mornings off just
gear. solely for political gain, sugabout the same way: with a little Facegests a near maniacal desire to
book fix. On just one website you can
become Senate Majority Leader.
chat with a few friends, leave a couple
All too often this one forgets
clever comments on a photo or two and
America is not made of dirt. or cor·
exchange messages between people you
porate profits, or even laws: Amerhad forgotten even existed. This corner
ica L'l made of people. The actions , of the Internet is a community unto itself.
of the "Emperor of No" forget the
Being able to communicate with peopeople of America and the people
ple non-stop is extremely attractive in a
of Kentucky who run a distant secsociety obsessed with instant gratitica·
ond to his senatorial or higher
tion. You can be social without even
Washington Insider aspirations.
leaving your apartment or dorm room
If Kentucky's disguised U.S. Sen·
(talk about ultimate multi-tasking cttpa·
ate candidate were elected with his
bitities).
agenda to eliminate social security,
In Pennsylvania. the Harrisburg Uni·
Medicare, farm subsidies and edu·
versity of Science and Technology
cation nid, his senatorial future can
recently enforced a campus-wide social
be readily forecasted without
media blackout. Students were advised tu
regard to which political party is in
reflect upon their lack of social networkcharge: he would be selected to
ing during their week devoid of facehead a newly created chairmanbook, Twitter and messengers. Can you
ship, such as Chairman of the Oneimagine not checking your e-mail or cell
man Committee for Oversight of 1 phone once dur:ing a week?
Payments to Widows and Orphans
Of course, nature beat Harrisburg to
of the French and Indian Wars of
the idea. The 2009 ice storm was an clec·
the 1700s.
trical blackout that affected Murray and
His bizarre notions could mean
surrounding areas. AT&T users were
that no political party would trust
unable to use cell phones without venturhim and his legislative successes
ing to Tennessee. And only before
would likely mirror that of his preportable computer batteries lost all
decessor. Kentucky would go
charge could you check information
another six years with only one
online.
U.S. senator.
You know what I did during the icc
storm? Read. I kicked back and enjoyed a
Gene Nettles,
few books, knitted some and played
noJJ-studcnt (rom Hickman, Ky.
ridiculous games, taking comfort in
human interaction around a tire pl:~ce. It
was a relaxing vacation from school and
the commotion of the modern world
Jeers to -· College Pub(without even leaving town). We had the
lisher
and its
basics: food, shelter and human contact.
inability to allow a
And it was enough.
website to work
As soon .asjce began melting from the
properly after a
branches and electricity flickered back to
number
of
life, everyone was back on the internet.
attempts. Really,
Why not make the choice to walk away
CP, shape up.
from social media? While Harrisburg
mandated their week-long blackout,
Jeers to - the
could Murray State students do it volunapproach· ~
tarily? Instead of letting nature step in
ingend of
and wrench you away from the computer
the Murray
screen, take the initiative and get outside.
Fanner's
Gather your friends and picnk in the
Market.
Quad. Hold face·to·face conversations
where you don't have to represent cmo·
Time for
tion with a cartoon face and you can
winter to begin.
actually smell what that person last ate
Cheers to ... the SO cents
(however unpleasant that may be>.
coffee d eal at
Instead of tweeting your latest news,
Starboob
in
actually tell a friend (unless it's what you
Wa t erfie l d
ate for lunch, which usually isn't as excitLibrary. Thanks
ing as you think). There is a growing disfor making it
connect between people being filled with
social networking. Do you really have
cheaper to stay
250 friends? You're not that popular, you
awake.
just know how to request and accept.
Don't think for a second I'm not also
dependent upon social networking for a
number of things (bow else would I keep
in constant contact with my intemation·
al friends?), I'm just ns bad as everyone
else on campus. It's convenient and ful·
fills the want for instant gratification our
generation craves.
Just consider for a moment what else
you could be doing with your time when
you find yourself on Facebook, browsing
through photos, texting nonsense or
tweeting about your last meal. There is
so much more outside still to discover
and people arc everywhere, not just on
the web.

Contact Bradley at cascy.bradley@
murraystate.edu

by Alex Lane
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Contributions for next
week's Fall Break edition
must be submitted no
later than 5 p.m.
Monday, Sept. 27.

• The Newt Facebook opinion forum:
Share your thoughts about articles,
current events or campus happenings.
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exclusively online at
thenews.org
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Jody Cofer, far left, co·chalr of the president's commission on diversity and Inclusion, panelists and students discuss the military's 'Don't Ask. Don't Tell' policy Sept. 16 at Richmond College.

Panel debates controversial policy
Reese Bawldns
Contributing writer
Richmond College hosted a 'Don't Ask, Don't Tell' discussion
panel Sept. 16.
"Seventy-three percent of the military are comfortable with
serving with homusexuals," said Tody Cofer, co-chair of the prl!side!J.t'S commission on diversity and inclusion. uTherc is no
empirical data that shows homosexuality inhibits unit cohesion
in any form."
In 1993, former President Bill Clinton campaigned on the
promise to allow all citizens to St'rve in the military, regardless
of sexual orientation. Before, homosexuality had been deemed
"incompatible" with military service.
Tuesday, the U.S. Scmttc blocked 'a Defense Department hill
that would repeal the policy. All 40 Senate Republicans voted
against the bill. Senate majority le:1der Harry Reid voted against
the bill for procedural reasons. the Associated Press reported.
"Of the original NATO countries, only two still ban the open
serving of homosexuals in the military," Cofer said, referring to

Tarry expressed interest in starting good dialog between differing opinions.
"It's Important to remember that which makes America special: freedom of speech.'' be said. "Discussion will always outweigh bickering."
Christopher Morehead. senior from Paducah, spoke freely
about his want for the repeal of Don't Ask Don't Tell.
"I Jove our country and the freedoms I am allowed,'' he said.
"Please don't ask me to be someone else and hide who 1 am to
serve my country.
We arc all equal and deserve the right to fight for our coumry
as who we ttuly are.''
Cofer encouraged students to learn more about politics and
situations like "Don't Ask, Don't Tell," and to become informed
before venturing out to the ballot box on election day.
"Whether you're blue or red, conservative. or liberal, a man or
woman. just be informed because uninformed voting is a scary
thing," he said. "We need to participate and exercise our right to
vote, but we need to do it the right way."
Contact Hawkins at reese.hawkins@JTiurraystate.edu.

the n:ttions of Turkey and the United States.
Ann Beck, associate professor of government, law and international affairs and member of the dbcussion panel, felt there
was a generatillllal divide in policy.
"The average age of a soldier in service today is 30," Beck said.
"This generation is host to a much more· open and understanding train of thought than previous generations. 'Don't Ask Don'l
Tell' has served its purpose, nnd now it's time to lay it to rest."
Beck echoed the sentiments of a recent California circuit court
ruling.
"You cannot rcbrulate people's thouKhts, which in this case
refers to homosexual activity. with the fear of removing them
from their service to their country," she said.
Opposition ro repealing the law was minimal, but the panel
ackno,vledged the nl!ed for a gradual transition into new·territory if the repeal was to take place.
"It's been a fairly significant policy since it's establishment,"
said Joe Tarry, panel discussion member and veteran. "The
need for long-term transitioning is there, we would need to be
sensitive to everyone's liming.''

Students learn.fire
safetY techniques
Jake Wardius
Staff writer

..

Students were given an opportunity to inter·
act with the Munay Fire Department and try out
their fire-extinguishing skills.
In recent years, the Department of Public
Safety on campus has set up booths and informational kiosks for students to interact and
learn proper procedures in case of a fire. This
year, however, the folks at Public Safety stepped
it up a few notches.
"We (had) fire extinguisher training, a smokey
house simulator, a fire hose shoot, an informative video and a fire tower," said Jeff Steen,
assistant director of public safety and emergency management. "The smoke house simula·
tor is ftom the Calloway County Fire Department, students can crawl through and learn how
to escape in the event of a fire and o~scurcd
vision due to smoke."
This year's expanded event is in response to
recent legislation from Go'\1. Steve Beshe:u
declaring September as Campus Fire Safct y
Month, Steen said.
Campus Fire Safety Month corresponds with
the 12th anniversary of the Hester College fire
that left one student dead and others injured.
"On a national scale, September is traditionally fire safety month," Steen said. "Other univer·
sities an.• conducting similar events, but we
wanted to step ours up a few notches."
Steen, a former paramedic with some fire
training, said the focus was to raise student's
level of awareness and respect for the process.
"We have a t1re extinguisher training simula-

tor, for instance," Steen said. "You can learn the
proper method of grabbing an extinguisher off
of the wall and know enough about it to put out
a fire."
Some students might have noticed the tire
engine with lhc ladder extended several stories
into the air.
"Students (were not) allowed to climb on the
ladder but they (saw) in person how far it can
extend and what it looks like in real life."
Th~ event was not all business. Students were
offered free popcorn, cotton candy, sodas and
water. Students were also given a chanc~ to win
a r~1ffk after completing thre~ :;tations.
"It's il ~reat education opportunity and we
make it fun," Steens said. "It's something stu·
dents can do between class. It's in a good location on the pedestrian mall by the Curris Center."
Some students Wl're excited to hear about the
renewed focus on fire safety for the campus.
''l think this will be a good thing.'' said Hrittany Phelps, junior from Owensboro, Ky.
"There's a lot of fire drills at H;~rt (College) and
there are fires from the :kitchens and
microwaves."
Olher students commented about the fire
drills on campus.
"The alarms arc always going off at like ll
(o'clock) at night," said Anna Walters, junior
from Okeana, Ohio. "It's usually from fulks
cooking in the dorm rooms and turns out to be a
false alarm, but I'm glad to know that the University is concerned with our safety.
Contact Wardius at jwardius@murraystate.
edu.

Nc1te Brelstord!Thl.' News

Fire extinguishers lined up on campusawait use by students trained by the Murray Fire Department for
campus fire safety training.
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Winfred Ross. sophomore from Memphis, Tenn., tries out the interactive driving simulator in the Curris Center rocking chair lounge Tuesday. The simulator tested students reaction time while textinq behind the wheel.

Simulator shows danger of texting while driving
KatyHolmes
Contributing writer
Students experienced an interactive driving simulator Tuesday in the Curris Center rocking chnir lounge. The simulation
promoted safe driving practices.
Simulator experiences have peen popular among schools and
corporations across the state. The college of engineering asked
the Kentucky Office of Highway Safety to come to Murray Stute.
James Gray. representative of the Kentucky Office of Highway
Safety in Frankfort, said many p eople·who participate in the program walk away with a different outlook. He said students
respond better to hands--on experience than a lecture.
''It really has a nice impact," Gray said. ''Statistics and just
preaching gets old sometimes and they tend to respond, especially high school and college kids, to the hands-on, visual and
that:s where this tool has really made a big difference."
q;aif representati~fr§. Kentucky Office of Highway
Sf.t~,tr~orked rhcr.
la
th demonstrated the dan~
of {extiT;~g and drivt , art ~ ants arc placed in a closed course
that tests stopping distance. They go about 75 mph down the

highway with no other tr:~ffic, then are requested to send a text,
while looking for a stop sign and hitting the brake as quickly as
possible. The stop sign in' the simulator represents objects on the
road like deer, another vehicle or even a small child, Gray s:~id.
John Dudinskie, another representative, said many participants are surprised by how much their driving skills and reaction times are affected by tcxting.
"They get out and say 'I never realized that it took that much
of my attention to send a text,"' he said.
This simulation experience was intended to be a fun and informative experience for students. Dudinskie hopes through the
simulator, participants will change their texting and driving
habits,
"We want to get across to people that we know there arc all
types of distractions with driving," he said. "There's eating,
drinking, turning on and off the radio, other people in the car and
children in the backseat, What we talk about over and over is
we're ln a fast-i.acbd ~- Yo\t'-re never going to: eli~
ever.y distraction you-IIavciJ)tW'fht: two Uiat you can nmit:tlilit
will substantially decrease your risk of bdng in a car crash are
cell phone usage and texling."

There was a stel\dy flow of students and faculty members try·
ing the simulator.
Kellie Reno, junior from East Prairie, Ill., said she was surprised by her results from the simulator.
"It was a wake-up call definitely," she said. "It definitely got to
me when he pointed out that stop sign could be his fou r-year-old
son."
Danyelle Day, junior from Mayfield, Ky., was impressed by the
simulator and said her view on texting and driving has changed.
"It was awesome," Day said. "I always wanted to do one of
these in high school. T hls really opened my eyes to the dangers
of texting and driving."
The Kentucky Office of Highway Safety was also asked to do
a powerpoinr presentation for engineering students.
Day said she hopes peop le wHI recognize the dangers of tcxting and drivjng. She said she thought she was actually good at
texting and driving, but trying the simulator made her want to
cllan~e her habits.
• t I&Jow 1 can't for sure say that I will quit texting while driving completely," she said. "But I am definitely going to try."
Contact Holmes at kholmcs4@murraystate.edu.

Next to Shoe Carnival

3330 James Sanders Boulevard • In Paducah

Ninth Annual

Dr. James W. Hammack / Jr.
Scholarship Banquet
Dr. G. Kurt Piehler
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Curris Center Ballroom, Murray State University
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Sponsored by Murray State University's Department of History
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Sports Editor: Greg Waddell
Assistant Sports Editor: Drew Hursey
Pho ne: 809-4481

Just a Bit Outside

I have aproblem
Hi, my name is
Greg Waddell, and
I'm addicted tu soccer.
It started a little
over six months ago,
when I got my first
real taste of the game,
and through my highs
Greg
and lows, I've found
Waddell
some peace in revealSports Editor
ing my problem to the
world.
The only problem with that, though,
is the murc 1 think about this addiction,
the more I'm convinced it's not much of
an issue and definitely not a habit 1'11 be
able to shake anytime soon. Yes, it's
that bad.
But how did it get to this point?
Thank you for asking. I'd love to tell
you my story.
1 haven't always heen this way, mind
yuu. Once, long ago, I was normal. Like
every other rcd·bloo1.lt.•d American, the
only football I really cared about was
the one in which you don't really usc
your feet.
Saturdays and Sundays were dedicated to watching my favorite teams play
and with each bone-crunching hit and
long touchdown pass, my love for the
game grew and grew.
I was the guy soccer fans loved to
hate. In my eyes, .i t was a second-class
sport with too many theatrics and not
enough action. I remember sitting in
P.E. class, watching other kids run up
and down the field, and making jokes
about how unmanly they were.
I can now look back at conversation
upon conversation in which I put soccer down fur my own enjoyment and
had many laughs at its expense. That
was me, and Twas happy to be that way.
But then something happened.
l actually watched the game. I've
been a fan ever since.
It started slow, like a cold, but before
long I was hooked. At first, I would
catch myself checking ESPN for.scores
and occasionally watching a YouTube
-~-·- CJi.J?. or two, but as time 2assed it arew
into a different beast entirely.
Gone were the days of my mild interest, instead replaced by mild obsession.
I was spiraling out of control, but the
strange thing was. I was loving every
minute of it.
I consulted m)' friend Drew Hursey,
who now oddly enough is the assistant
sports editor, and we talked about my
new-found vice, what had happened
and what my next move would be.
After much debate, and long com.·crsation we decided finding a favorite
tet1m would be my lop priority.
1 had urigin:tlly wanted to follow my
heart to tht.• land
my forefathers,
Deutschland, but a lnck of domestic TV
coverage of thC' Bundesliga and F.C.
Baycrn Munich, made my choice that
much easier.
After quickly ruling out Major
League Soccer (because once you've
had a taste of the hard stuff like tht!
English Premier League, other things
just don't cut it anymore), I settled on
Chelsea F.C.
Then the World Cup began.
For a newly acquainted addict like
myself, it was the equivalent of throwing Lil' Wayne the keys to a NyQuil factory. Bad things were bound to happen.
My love for the sport grew daily and
the beautiful game became that much
more beautiful to me. With each pinpoint pass from Mesuit Ozil, leaping
header by Miroslav Klose or long rip
from Lukas Podolski. I bcc;1mc much
more entangled. Yl'S, I am a Germany
fan if you haven't tigured it out, and
yes, it was had.
Things were complicatl•d more hy
the fact that I was headed to Orlando
for 10 weeks with Campus Outreach for
the Orlando Projl'Ct, and there would
be little to no TV coverage for me.
But where there's a will, there's a
way, and believe me there was a will.
1 would strategically plan my breaks
at work to fit in with my soccer schedule. l remember taking my hour-long
lunch break at 10 a.m. one day so 1
could catch the second half of the Germany-Argentina game. After watching
Das Mannschaft's 4·0 shellacking of La
Albicelcste, I happily skipped back to
work to rub it in the face of my coworker and friend, Janier Matos. And
for the record, yes, )anier, it wasn't a
t1ukc ani) Germany is still better than
Aregentina at futbol.
So how have these experiences
changed my life?
Not much really. I still tune in to
watch football on Sunday afternoons
but instead of ticld goals I sec a lot
more goal kicks. I couldn't be happier.
Contact
Waddef/ at gregory.
waddcll@murraystate.edu.
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Sophie McDonald
Staff writer
When you mix international
students with athleticism, add
some fun and .1 sprinkle of competition, the outcume is sure to b1..·
full of excitement and passion, :~s
was the c:tse this weekend for the
Murray Stall: World Cup.
Organized by the International
Student Organization <ISO) for
the last seven years. this international soccer tournament held at
the intramural fields is a tool for
local and international students to
bond berond the classroom.
Stclios Hadjiloizou, senior from
Cyprus and president of the ISO,
said involvement in the World
Cup increased this year to an :Illtime high with 11 temns competing
and participants numbering more
than l20 students.
"We have 600 international students here." HaJjiloizou said.
"And the only soccer tournaml'nt
we get is when the intramural
teams play at the end of spring.
International students love soccer
and here Wl' have a structured
tournament and you get rewarded
if you win."
Diversity is what makes this
competition special.
"Almost every country in the
University is represented by at
least one person here,'' Hadjiloizou said.
The three-day tournament takes
place every fall. This year, Hadjiloizou and Georgios Giannakkas,
senior from Cyprus and sports
director for ISO, organized the
competition withtlllt the hdp of
the Wellncss Center.
"They used to give us referees
and line the ticlds," Hadjiloizou
said. "But last yl'ar tl1ey said they
wouldn't dn it for us so we took it
upon llUrsclvt•s to organize it."
Giannakkas structured the
teams, found the referees and
nrrangcd the time for competitions. Hadjiloizou said.
Burak Duraksoy, senior from
Turkey and public relations director for ISO, said the WMld Cup is

..

more than a game, but rather an
opport unity for athletic growth
and making connections.
"Soccer, or football as we call it
in the European world, is a very
unifying sport and the ISO always

male and female. Friday and Saturday group stage games took place,
w ith the first two teams from each
group going through to the quarterfinals Sunday afternoon. Three
games were playing simultaneous·

Phot05 by Rick Burres/7/re News

Two players battle each other for possession Ina semifinal match up.
tries to find opportunities for
international students to meet
with the local student body,"
Duraksoy said.
The key point. he said, is interaction among students.
"When it's a timeout or we take
a break and start talking, we learn
about each other," Durakso}' said.
"You meet out here in a physical
environment where there is a goal
you want to establish and accom·
plish.
It forms better grounds for the
students and that's the feedback
we're getting. Everybody seems to
like this activity."
Rosters have a maximum of 12
people and are filled with com·
petitors from all over the world,

ly all weekend, right up until the
quarterfinals on Sunday.
In the quarterfinals, Cyprus
faced Antarctica, coming from
behind to win with a golden goal, a
draw-breaker no longer used in
p rofessional leagues. A golden
goal is used when the time runs
out and the game is still in draw.
The game ends when the first
team scores a goal. Cyprus won
with a score of 4-3.
In the other quarterfinal game,
the Saudi Stu dent Organizat ion
battled the Racer F.C. team and
lost with a 4-2 score, leaving the
Racer .F.C. and Cyprus to duel in
the finals.
After an intense matchup and
two comebacks during the last

half of the final, Cyprus succumbed under the Racer F.C's
challenging defe nse. Duraksoy
said time was a contributor to the
team's success.
"After Cyprus SC(lred thn:e consecutive goals in the second half,
making two comebacks and quickly making the score 8-7, they had
hope," Duraksoy said. "But the
Racer F.C.s had time on their side
as well as a goal. They were
counter-attacking Cyprus, but if
the game was longer, everyone
agreed Cyprus would have won."
In addition to being in a competitive environment, students are
able to establish diverse culture in
relationships through the World
Cup.
"When these teams are getting
set up, you don't have one team
with one nationality playing
against another team with another
nationality." Duraksoy said. "You
have teams formed with mixed
nationalities where they have to
learn to communicate with each
other and understand each other
much better."
According to Hadjiloizou, building communication skills is just as
important as building relationships.
"International students have the
ISO but at the same time this tournament gives them the opportunity to meet new people," Hadjiloizou said. "I met so many people. from the soccer tournaments
and you'll see teams where you
have five Americans, two Koreans
and one Chinese guy.
We mix it up and it gives international students a chance to be
involved in a group where they
belong with no pressure, just having fun playing the sport they
like."
Opening the doors to cultural
diversity and stimulating an
atmosphere of student involvement, ISO succeeds in creating
communication between students
through events such as the Murray
State World Cup.
Contact McDonald at smcdonald3@murraystate.edu.
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Students march across campus offering hugs to students and employees they meet Jake Forbus (second from left), freshman from Steele, Mo.• started the group last week after waking up in a good mood.

Group promotes free love through hugs
Anna Taylor
Staff writer
A single music video f<lT Dave Maltbews Band's song
"l~vcryday" inspir~·J a Murray State student to give free bugs

to ai1}'onc he passed in nttt·mpt to change outlooks around
campus.
The Fret: llug Revolution was started by Jake Forbus, freshman from Steele. Mo., la~t Wednesday morning when he woke
up feeling gleeful. After a few simple hugs, this student'$ idea
grew into " group uf students dedicated to changing muods at
Murrar State.
"I jtL<>t woke up in a really good mood," Forbus said. "l had
seen a music video the night before by Dave Matthl.~S Band
called 'Everyday.' The video involves a guy Cwaking) up one
day going mit into the city and giving our free hugs to everybody.''
The o;cvcn students have already given hY.Ildreds of hugs and
will continue until they have reached out to aU students or
think their hugs arc no longer needed. After just two day~. Forbus estimated hi:' had already hugged 350 people.
Stt~ging at various locations on campus such as the Elizaheth
Collcgt• nmphithc:ucr, Winslow Dining Hall and thl.l Bursar's
office, the students have been covering most of campus cnrrying si~:;us :mJ r·cady to t:mbracc anyone who needs a little love.
"01w (reaction) I keep getting is 'why arc you doing this?"'

Forbus said. "H's the sam~· answer c.very time. People iust necu
a huf.( and some kind of love in their life."
Although new to Murray State, there is. a national campaign
called the Free Hugs Campaign dedicated to giving free hugs.
The national campaign strives for unity and improving pl.'oplc's days. The campaign's website. freehugscarupaign.org,
shares the story of juan Mann. a man who had a mission to hug
strangers tu brighten up their lives.
"To sec someone who was onc~o: frowning smile even ft,r a
moment is worth it every time," Mann said on the website.
The free hug revolution at Murray State shares the same
goals and reasoning. According to the free hugs revolution, ~~
hug can help make someone's day a little better, dut.• to a bad
test grade, n bad hair da)' or even the death of a pet.
"We just want to tell (people) that they're important and arc
special nnd are loved," Forbus said. "We share that through
hugs."
Other students involved in the revolution, sharing various
roles ::.uch as photographer and wcbmastcr are D. Andrew
Porter, John Gurncu, Caitlyn Wilson. Lisa Marie, Megan Sisco
and Emily Caluwdl.
'') hug people and they say 'I really needed that,"' Forbus
said. "Th:u makes me feel happy."
For rnure information, or to join the revolution, fan "MSU
Free Hug Revulution" on Fact'bouk.
<.:on tact Taylor at ataylor2@murraystate.edu.

Forbus embraces a student In Waterfield Library.

Students try Korean dish
Staff Report

Derek MillerfThe New~

Marshall Shank, senior from Owensboro, Ky., and Youngjin Kim, international student fromSeoul, South
Korea, eat bowls of bibimbap outside of the Carr Health Center. Biblmbap Is a Korean dish featurino rice.

.

The Korean Srudent Association sold an
authentic well-being dish in front of Cnrr
Health Center Wednesday to celebrate the
Korean thanksgiving. known ~LS Chusok.
Bibimbap. a word which means "mixed
rice," includes rice, vegetables, meat :rnd t1
pepper sauce, or "gochujang." The meal is
typically served in a hot stone bowl, though
plastic bowls were used for Wednesday's
sale.
Bowls of the dish, along with n bottle of
water, wert:: sold for $7 to raise money for the
association and for the Korean church. Students sat on the lawn enjoying the food and
talking about the Korean holiday.
During Chusok, one of the biggest holidays
in Kort::a, friends and family members gather
to view the largest full moon of the year.
Gun Tun Yoon, international student from
Seoul. South Korea, said friends and family

make wishC!i on the moon and play games
including one in which they grip hands and
talk about their wishes.
"For me, I (wished) that I would do well
here at Murray State and to please keep my
family healthy and help in everything that
they do and my final one was that my mom
(would) send me a lot of money,'' Yoon said.
Yuon said he was happy he could share his
food and culture with American students. He
<lnswered questions as students asked them.
He·also said that having the dish helped case
some of the homesickness he felt.
Yoon said he liked that many cultures celebrate a Thanksgiving holiday.
"Even though we were raised differently
and have different cultures, basic.tlly we arc
the same humans," Yoon said.
Korean church services are held at 2 p.m.
every Sunday at First Presbyterian Church.
Korean meals are served ;tt 3 p.m. Everyone
is welcome to attend both activities.
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